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We present a uniqueness theorem for the “quasi-variational 
inequality” considered in [I]. 
4% ?J - u) 3 (f, 7J - u) for all z, E Hi(Q), ZI < M(U); 
24 < M(u), 
(1) 
where Sz is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary, M is a mapping 
from L”(Q) into L”(Q), and a(~, w) is a coercive bilinear form on 
P(Q), whose exact form is given in [ 11. For the study of (I), we will 
use (cf. 131) the following 
LEMMA. Suppose f E L”(Q) and # E L”(Q), with f > 0 a.e. and 
# 3 0 a.e. Then the variational inequality 
a(u, v - 24) > (f, v - u) for all n < +, ZI E W(Q), 24 < *, 
has a unique solution u in Hi(Q); this solution satis$es u > 0 and 
depends in an increasing manner on f and #. 
Suppose that M satisfies 
M[P(fJ)] c Ly2) ; 
Then we can define an operator T: L”(Q) -+ W(Q) n L”(Q) as the 
composition 
w+M(w)=I1,+u=Tw, 
so that u = Tw is the unique solution in P(Q) of 
for all v E EP(Q), v < M(w) ; u < M(w). 
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By the lemma, T satisfies 
and T depends in an increasing manner off and M. 
UNIQUENESS THEOREM (cf. [2, 6.1.31). Suppose that M: L”(Q) -+ 
L”(Q) satisjies also: For every u > 0 and real 01 E [0, l), there exists 
p E (a, 1) such that Mu > /3&k. (These conditions are clearly 
satisfied by 
if k > 0, and the other choices of M considered in [l].) Then (1) has 
at most one solution 24 in W(Q) U L”(Q). 
Proof. We show first that the operator T satisfies the same 
condition as M: For u E L”(Q), T(m) satisfies T(m) < M(oru) and 
Q”(4, v - T(4) 3 (f, v - T(4) for all v < M(a.u), v E P(Q) 
while BTU satisfies ~Tu < /3Mu and 
4BTu, v - PTu) >, (IV-, v - BTU) for all zI < /Mu, v E Hi(Q). 
Since /3f < f and M(w) 3 /3M u, it follows from the Lemma that 
T(w) > /3Tu. Note that this holds also if 01 = 0. 
Suppose now that T has two fixed points ur > 0, u2 > 0; suppose, 
without loss of generality, that ur $ u2 . Then the largest number 01 
such that CXZ+ < ua satisfies 0 < 01 < 1. Hence 
u2 = Tu, > T(olu,) > BTU, , 
with p > a; this contradicts the choice of 01, and completes the proof. 
Tartar [4] has also obtained a uniqueness result for (1). 
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